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• 18 teams

• two Round Robins (1 game at home, 1 away)





WHAT IF SEASON ENDED NOW? 



• ~120 teams
• 12-14 games per season



SPORT RATING SYSTEMS
•analyze the results of sports competitions to 
provide objective ratings for each team.

• in some sports, the results tell us more than 
winner / loser
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1. understand the mathematics and rationale 

behind different sport rating systems such as 
• power rankings (used in Ultimate Frisbee)
• ELO rating system (used in Chess).
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APPROACH
•read and understand the relevant mathematical 
literature

•suggest improvements to existing systems

•write a report describing the investigated 
systems, listing their advantages and 
disadvantages.

•use graphical libraries such as D3.js in order to 
come up with instructive interactive graphs to 
illustrate how the rating has been computed.

http://d3js.org/
http://d3js.org/
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